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PROJECT UPDATES


Dickinson State and Mayville State:

CU 2 2018 was installed to Production August 9th— the update caused some issues to the themes
and branding for those campuses that made modifications/customizations
 CTS continues to work on a new process to create Non-system accounts for Blackboard

continue to convert courses over to the Black Governance approved to have CTS and Blackboard work on a Statement of Work for Ally– an add-on
board system. Both campuses will be fully
product that makes the LMS digital content more accessible, automatically checks course materials
implemented for the Spring 2019 term.
against WCAG 2.0 accessibility standards, provides students with accessible alternative formats such
as audio and electronic braille, and delivers guidance to instructors to improve the accessibility of
their course content

Minot State University: is working to
move over their non-system accounts to the
Blackboard system this fall term and scheduled to be fully implemented by the Spring
2019 term.

SMS functionality: A one way text
messaging to students has been enabled in Production.



Course Activity report has been send to the campuses for user acceptance testing



CTS continues to develop the Active Courses report



Direct Data Access remote training has been scheduled (4– 3 hour sessions)

ON THE HORIZON
Grades Integration: CTS and Blackboard are ready to bring in a few campuses to test this new
functionality. A kick off call is scheduled for the first week in September with testers from LRSC, MaSU
and UND. They will be responsible to test a variety of scenarios to pull final grades from the Blackboard
system and into the Campus Solutions system, removing the time it takes to enter grades manually into
two systems. If testing is successful, the functionality will be available to all campuses for the Spring
2019 term.
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